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In spring 2014, Magnus Jägerskog, IQ CEO, asked me if I wanted to do a 
comprehensive analysis of IQ’s first decade of operations. This report is the 
result of that analysis.

over the years, I’ve assessed various communications activities within the health sec-
tor – and conducting an in-depth study of IQ’s operations (of the past 10 years) has been 
one of the absolutely most interesting and enjoyable evaluation assignments I have had. 
It was so enjoyable quite simply because the organisation is so good and well thought-
out – especially when accounting for its goal to succeed in strategic communications, 
in general, and in health communications, in particular. As an evaluator, it’s easy to 
become exasperated and nit-pick about everything that could have been done better. In 
the case of IQ, everything is good. I’ve rarely signed a report as positive as this one.

What is so good about this organisation? The communication strategy selection, goals 
and target audience identification, and carefully considered, unified messages – based on 
existing knowledge and research. By tracking IQ’s activities from its launch to the pres-
ent, I can confirm that IQ’s brand is strong, that public trust in IQ is high, and that over 
time, IQ has taken on an increasingly larger role as the expert when it comes to various 
alcohol-related issues.

IQ works directly and indirectly vis-à-vis its target audiences and became a key opinion 
leader on the subject, which is important – especially at a time when alcohol advertising 
has become increasingly conspicuous and aggressive.

To minimise alcohol’s harmful effects in Swedish society, various stakeholders must 
make a commitment, and there is no doubt that IQ is one of them (and an incredibly 
important stakeholder). The IQ organisation has demonstrated that it is good at coop-
erating with other stakeholders, which is necessary in an area like alcohol that’s indeed 
multifaceted.

Finally, I sincerely thank IQ for the assignment. I am solely responsible for this report’s 
content.

Lund, January 2015

Gunilla Jarlbro
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IQ works directly and 
indirectly vis-à-vis its 

target audiences and has 
become a key opinion lead-
er on the subject, which is 
important and especially 
at a time when alcohol 
advertising has become 
increasingly conspicuous 
and aggressive. 
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Stage 1, forms the platform 
for the process. Material is 
gathered on the topic and 
the potential target audi-
ence. Researchers decide 
whether further research is 
necessary. A communica-
tions strategy proposal is 
drafted, i.e., a decision is 
made as to which theories 
can be used as guiding 
principles in connection 
with the selected com-
munications strategy – as 
discussed in the Communi-
cations strategy section in 
this report.
The final procedure in stage 1 
defines a measurable goal 
and determines how it can 
be measured; see Goals 
and target audiences.

Stage 2 involves target- 
group-related channels and 
messages selection; see 
Senders and messages and 
Media selection.

Stage 3 is the point at 
which informational mate-
rial is prepared and, most 
importantly, tested on the 
target audience (often via 
focus group interviews) and 
then revised, if necessary, 
and finalised.

Stage 4 involves implemen-
tation, which is not dealt 
with in a separate section 
in this report; instead, it is 
illustrated via examples of 
IQ’s various activities de-
scribed in other sections.

Stage 5 is when informa-
tion campaign effects are 
studied, i.e., the campaign 
is evaluated in relation to 
goals formulated in stage 1. 
Besides measureable goals, 
any undesired effects of the 
communications campaign 
are studied in this stage. 
Media coverage that IQ has 
received (i.e., non-commis-
sioned media coverage) is 
investigated; see the You’re 
not running unopposed, 
Media coverage, and Evalu-
ations sections.

Stage 6 concludes the 
process; here, all informa-
tion about the target audi-
ence, messages, channels, 
and information campaigns 
effects is gathered to form 
the platform for the next 
cycle of planning; see 
the Concluding remarks 
section.

2

IQ was launched in may of 2005 and is an independent 
subsidiary of Systembolaget AB. IQ’s overarching mission is to 
contribute to giving Swedish residents a smarter approach to alco-
hol, which in turn should lead to reduction of alcohol’s harmful 
effects. This report contains a compilation and analysis of IQ’s 
activities – from its inception to the present.

This report is based on IQ’s material such as activities descrip-
tions, activity follow-ups, attitude surveys, and annual reports. 
It summarises the analysis; activities or campaigns are not 

Introduction

individually analysed nor is each year of operation. Instead, the 
reported analysis is based on an established model for health 
communications originally designed by the US Public Health 
Service (Freimuth 1992). The model may be implemented as a 
checklist – regardless of whether an organisation is planning to 
run a large mass-media campaign in the health field or planning a 
more long-term program based on interpersonal communication. 
This circular, six-stage model forms the foundation of the analysis 
presented in this report.

This circular, six-stage 
model formed the 

foundation for the analysis:
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IQ’s overarching mission  
is to contribute to giving  
Swedish residents a 
smarter approach to  
alcohol, which in turn 
should lead to reduction  
of alcohol’s harmful effects.
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Communications strategy

Like IQ’s main model, social marketing assumes 
that the same principles used in connection with 
marketing products can be used in connection 
with marketing concepts and values. The differ-
ence between commercial and non-commercial 
marketing is that the former often encourages 
people to do something, e.g., buy a product. 
Non-commercial marketing often discourages 
people from doing something, e.g., to abstain 
from drinking alcohol or to skip the last drink at 
a party. Note that here, it is easier to use commu-
nication to induce people to do something than it 
is to persuade them to refrain from a behaviour, 
which may be ingrained and expected in a social 
setting. Many researchers consider the theory to 
have limitations and regard it as being manipula-
tive because it is associated with advertising and 
commercial products marketing; refer to Jarlbro 
(2010). But the most serious criticism is that the 
theory only offers simplistic solutions to complex 
health problems. And IQ has responded to this 
criticism by implementing two main communica-

iq’s operations consist of these areas:
l Information
l The IQ network
l Knowledge

In most activities, these areas interact to achieve 
the overarching purpose, i.e., a smarter approach 
to alcohol. IQ took the theoretical framework 
for its strategy from marketing literature, and it 
applies the buying decision process model. The 
Swedish version is called the behavioural decision 
process – a model built on these key principles:

– Draw attention to an issue; in this case, alcohol
– Spread knowledge, i.e., facts, contentions, and 

cases
– Facilitate conversation and reflection, i.e.,  

influence attitudes
– Action, i.e., behavioural change

More than 50 years ago, this question triggered 
development of social marketing theory: why 
can’t you sell brotherhood like you sell soap?

The difference be-
tween commercial and 

non-commercial marketing 
is that the former often 
encourages people to do 
something, e.g., buy a  
product. Non-commercial 
marketing often discour-
ages people from doing 
something, e.g., to abstain 
from drinking alcohol or 
to skip the last drink at a 
party.

Communications strategy

Quiz: Calorie profile, 2010Information: Teens and alco-
hol: a guidebook, began 2013

Campaign: Alcohol profile, 2014

Att ge bort alkohol 
i företagsjulklapp är 

helt IQ-befriat.

Anmäl ditt företag 
på www.iq.se

De Xesta människor som får en Xaska Wn Bourgogne eller special-n Bourgogne eller special-

kryddad snaps av en kund eller arbetsgivare, tycker att det är en kryddad snaps av en kund eller arbetsgivare, tycker att det är en kryddad snaps av en kund eller arbetsgivare, tycker att det är en 

mycket trevlig julklapp.mycket trevlig julklapp.

Men när man ger bort alkohol till hundratals människor Men när man ger bort alkohol till hundratals människor Men när man ger bort alkohol till hundratals människor Men när man ger bort alkohol till hundratals människor 

som man bara känner yrkesmässigt, kan man aldrig veta som man bara känner yrkesmässigt, kan man aldrig veta som man bara känner yrkesmässigt, kan man aldrig veta som man bara känner yrkesmässigt, kan man aldrig veta som man bara känner yrkesmässigt, kan man aldrig veta 

säkert. För ungefär 10 procent av mottagarna kan jul-säkert. För ungefär 10 procent av mottagarna kan jul-säkert. För ungefär 10 procent av mottagarna kan jul-

klappen ställa till med någon slags problem. Och med klappen ställa till med någon slags problem. Och med klappen ställa till med någon slags problem. Och med 

tanke på att julen är den tid på året då tanke på att julen är den tid på året då tanke på att julen är den tid på året då XXest barn önskar 

sig nyktra föräldrar, är det allt lite konstigt att just sig nyktra föräldrar, är det allt lite konstigt att just sig nyktra föräldrar, är det allt lite konstigt att just 

alkohol är en så vanlig företagsjulklapp. alkohol är en så vanlig företagsjulklapp. alkohol är en så vanlig företagsjulklapp. alkohol är en så vanlig företagsjulklapp. 

I år har IQ uppmuntrat företag att ge bort något annat än I år har IQ uppmuntrat företag att ge bort något annat än I år har IQ uppmuntrat företag att ge bort något annat än I år har IQ uppmuntrat företag att ge bort något annat än 

alkohol i julklapp. Många har nappat, och du känner alkohol i julklapp. Många har nappat, och du känner 

igen deras paket på att de är märkta med en liten igen deras paket på att de är märkta med en liten igen deras paket på att de är märkta med en liten 

trevlig IQ-etikett. Ett bevis på att de är ovanligt trevlig IQ-etikett. Ett bevis på att de är ovanligt trevlig IQ-etikett. Ett bevis på att de är ovanligt trevlig IQ-etikett. Ett bevis på att de är ovanligt 

intelligenta julklappar, alltså. God jul!intelligenta julklappar, alltså. God jul!intelligenta julklappar, alltså. God jul!

.se
Detta är ett initiativ från N24 i samarbete med IQ 

(som verkar för ett smartare förhållningssätt till alkohol). 
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Campaign: Corporate gifts, 2005–2006

Network: IQ project no. 1085 – night time 
soccer in Gottsunda



tions strategies, namely, a campaign strategy and 
a community intervention strategy.

The campaign strategy in its purest form is used 
in IQ’s think about it campaigns that started 
in 2007. These campaigns are based on filmed 
public service announcements (PSAs); communi-
cation via other channels, such as printed media 
and social media, complement the PSAs. Com-
munications researchers largely agree that cam-
paigns, i.e., mass communication efforts (e.g., ad-
vertisements and TV PSAs) are most effective for 
raising awareness about the problem. Campaigns 
can even fulfil a function regarding stimulating 
interpersonal communication. Campaigns are 
considered less effective for producing long-term 
changes in attitudes or behaviours. Campaigns 
can thus make people aware of a specific health 
problem, which was precisely IQ’s intention 
with the think about it campaigns. The aim is to 
induce the target audience to start thinking about 
their alcohol consumption and to begin talking 
with others about alcohol and the role it plays 

in their social lives – so the campaigns should 
stimulate interpersonal communication. 

Without exaggeration, you can say that the aim 
of IQ’s campaigns should be to put alcohol high 
on the interpersonal agenda – to get people to 
start talking about the topic with family, friends, 
and colleagues. Interpersonal communication 
is often more effective than mass communica-
tion for bringing about recipients’ behavioural 
changes. 

This line of reasoning automatically leads to the 
assertion that audiences most suited for mass 
media campaigns are those that are not a part of 
the media agenda or the interpersonal agenda. 
Alcohol is certainly discussed frequently in media 
and in interpersonal communication; most often, 
the topic is alcohol’s positive effects. The topic of 
alcohol’s harmful effects occurs to a very limited 
extent in the media and interpersonal agendas. 
Simply put, IQ campaigns fulfil a vital function as 
an agenda-setter. 
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Interpersonal  
communication is 

often more effective than 
mass communication for 
bringing about recipients’ 
behavioural changes.

IQs ledarkoll 
TIps För dIg som är ledare Inom ungdomsIdroTT

Quiz: Alcohol profile, began 2009 Almedalen: IQ seminar called Boozing it up?, 2014

Ad: Alcohol profile, 2014 PSA campaign with film: Smoothness, 2011
Information: Leaders in the  
know: alcohol and sports, 2013

App: Drunk camera, 2011



Campaigns contribute to media coverage and get 
people to talk to each other about them; this is 
further discussed in the “Evaluations” section.

IQ’s campaigns fulfil criteria that define a cam-
paign, namely, that it should:
– Have a specific purpose.
– Be directed at a large target audience.
– Have a clear time limit.
– Consist of an organized set of activities  

(Rogers and Storey 1989).

The aforementioned information establishes that 
campaigns can fulfil a function by (i) putting a 
specific subject on the agenda or (ii) stimulating 
interpersonal communication. But when it comes 
to long-term changes in attitudes and behaviour, 
campaigns are viewed as being less effective 
overall. To bring about more long-term changes 
in attitudes and behaviour, community inter-
vention strategies are usually preferable. Briefly, 
community intervention involves using existing 

formal and informal groupings within a region or 
district as the project purpose, while seeking to 
create new groupings that can contribute to pro-
ject goals fulfilment. A consistent element of all 
forms of community intervention is various kinds 
of grassroots activities – in different forms and 
to varying degrees. An important element of all 
community intervention projects is that project 
managers are knowledgeable about the commu-
nity in which the intervention will occur and that 
good relations are built with public authorities, 
social workers, and any key stakeholders within 
relevant organisations. The IQ network is a good 
example of this strategy. Since IQ began, more 
than 1,000 projects in the IQ spirit were iden-
tified and awarded IQ certificates. Stakeholders 
behind these projects include everyone from mu-
nicipal and volunteer organisations to individuals 
who work in various ways to prevent alcohol’s 
harmful effects. This cooperative effort was 
formalised in 2012, and a network was created 
that connects about 1,500 persons. The purpose 
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An important element 
of all community 

intervention projects is 
that project managers are 
knowledgeable about the 
community in which the 
intervention will occur and 
that good relations are built 
with public authorities, 
social workers, and any 
key stakeholders within 
relevant organisations.

Communications strategy

PSA campaign: Intoxication, 2008

Campaign & network: Interlock devices in school transportation and com-
mercial traffic, began 2006

Information report: 
Alcohol and sports, 2014

Information: Teens and alcohol: a guide-
book, began 2013

Campaign and network:  
IQ united: alcohol and sports, 
2006.



of the network is spread inspiration and exchange 
ideas. This network locally activates efforts that 
use IQ’s Teens and alcohol: a guidebook, which 
is information that targets teenagers’ parents. 

To conclude: community intervention projects are 
often more effective than campaigns – if the goal 
is to bring about long-term changes in behaviour. 
But note that it isn’t necessary to select one or 
the other, and it’s often necessary to combine 
methods. Campaigns are effective, e.g., when a 
new topic comes up, and interpersonal communi-
cation over a longer period can influence persons 
to change established behaviour. IQ is a good 
example in this context: community intervention 
projects are combined with campaign strategies. 
Examples of this are these campaigns alcohol 
interlock devices in school transportation and 
commercial traffic and alcohol and sports; both 
began in 2006. With both campaigns, mass 
communication (e.g., print advertisements) was 
combined with carefully constructed relationships 

with (i) the industry and its representatives and 
(ii) the youth sports community. This strategy is 
well thought-out and can be presumed to have 
the greatest impact. The campaign strategy puts 
the subject on the agenda, and discussions are 
launched with stakeholders by engaging with 
key people in relevant organisations; in so doing, 
senders, who are most likely to have the greatest 
interpersonal influence on the relevant target 
audience, deliver the message. In the former case, 
these are industry representatives and colleagues, 
and in the latter, sports leaders and perhaps star 
athletes.

7Communications strategyIQ operations evaluation by Gunilla Jarlbro

The campaign strate-
gy puts the subject on 

the agenda, and discus-
sions are launched with 
stakeholders by engaging 
with key people in relevant 
organisations; in so doing, 
senders, who are most 
likely to have the greatest 
interpersonal influence on 
the relevant target audi-
ence, deliver the message.

IQ RAPPORT 2014:3 

ALKOHOL I BLOGGAR

Bilden av alkohol 

i bloggosfären

IQ RAPPORT 2014:2 IQs ALKOHOLINDEX 2013

Mer återhållsam  attityd till berusning

App: Drunk filter, 2012 Campaign: Alcohol profile, 2014

Information reports: IQ’s alcohol index 2013, 
Alcohol in blogs, 2014

Campaign: IQ stars: alcohol and sports, 2010



Goals and target audiences

on the activity. In its think about it campaigns, 
the primary target audience has been young 
adults (18–25), and since 2014, the age range 
is extended to 35. This is a reasonable change 
because it’s common knowledge that people 
are starting families later in life and remaining 
“young” adults significantly longer now than 
they did 10–20 years ago – with all the implica-
tions that this has for social interaction. 

For other projects, the primary target audience is 
parents of teenagers (ages 14+). Take, for exam-
ple, Teens and alcohol: a guidebook that is sent 
to members of the target audience. IQ’s involve-
ment in this activity began in 2013. The former 
Parliamentary Committee on Alcohol originally 
launched the project in 2002; later, Public Health 
Agency of Sweden took it over. Since IQ became 
responsible for the project, the book has been 
revised and updated in layout and content. The 
secondary audience for Teens… is adults who 
work with young people in various ways. Teens… 
was also distributed and launched in the IQ 
network. Teenagers constitute the ultimate target 
audience for this project. 

Commercial drivers and sports leaders are 
additional target audiences (e.g., in the alco-
hol interlock devices in school transportation 
and commercial traffic and alcohol and sports 

a factor within many Swedish health commu-
nications projects is the generality of projects’ 
goal statements and target audience definitions. 
When goal statements in connection with pre-
ventive efforts are too general, then they make it 
difficult or impossible to measure implemented 
activities effects. No matter what the intentions 
of the evaluations might be, evaluations will sim-
ply be impossible unless the organisation’s goals 
are clear enough to be measurable. In addition, 
many health projects select target audiences sim-
ply because a particular group was available and 
accessible. In other words, it’s rare that activities 
are carried out based on comprehensive analysis 
of the situation and the target audience. 

This criticism does not apply to IQ’s activities. 
IQ’s target audiences are well defined and based 
on relevant research into alcohol consumption 
and attitudes about alcohol. 

In this context, it’s appropriate to mention IQ’s 
alcohol index – an achievement that began in 
2010. This index is an annual survey of attitudes 
about alcohol in Sweden – with emphasis on 
drinking to intoxication in various situations. 
Participants in the survey consist of 2,000 people 
in Sweden, ages 16+. The index is used to (i) 
define target audiences and (ii) plan messages and 
activities. IQ’s target audiences vary depending 
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Goals and target 
audiences are two 

closely aligned concepts. 
It’s meaningless to talk 
about (i) target audiences 
– without also referring to 
the sender’s specific goals 
in relation to them and (ii) 
goals – without specifying  
the target audience at which 
the goals are directed.

Goals and target audiences

Survey: Attitudes about alcohol 
in Sweden, began 2010

Information: Teens and alcohol: a guidebook, 
began 2013

Campaign & network: Alcohol interlock devices in 
school transportation and commercial traffic, began 2006.

NÅGRA TIPS TILL TONÅRSFÖRÄLDRAR
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Bjud inte på alkohol och köp inte ut.
De tonåringar som får alkohol av sina föräldrar 
dricker mer. Man kan inte lära sina barn att dricka 
alkohol. Det enda man lär dem är att dricka.

Var intresserad och lyssna.
En bra relation handlar mest om att bygga upp ett 
förtroende. Visa att du är intresserad av ditt barns 
tankar och upplevelser. 

Visa att du bryr dig. 
Det är aldrig fånigt att vara omtänksam eller prata 
om sina känslor med sitt barn. Om du är orolig 
berätta varför du är det. 

Lita på dig själv. 
Försök lyssna på dig själv och vad du tycker om 
saker och ting. Som förälder har du rätt att välja det 
som känns bäst för dig. 

Var tydlig och sätt gränser. 
Ju tydligare du visar vad du förväntar dig desto 
enklare är det för tonåringen att göra som du bestämt.

Ta hjälp av andra föräldrar.
Ibland kan det vara skönt att prata om hur de gör 
och kanske slå hål på argumentet ”alla andra får”. 

Hjälp till att säga nej.
För föräldrar handlar det mycket om att ge sina barn 
bra argument. Berätta att det är helt okej att säga nej, 
även när alla andra säger ja. 

Kom ihåg att du är en förebild.
Fundera på vilka budskap och värderingar du 
förmedlar till ditt barn. 

Våga släpp taget.
Din tonåring är i full färd med att utforska sin lite mer 
vuxna identitet. Var öppen för det nya, och våga släpp 
taget. Men visa att du finns där och att du gärna 
hjälper till.

Visa kärlek.
Din tonåring måste förstå att du tycker om honom
eller henne oavsett vad som händer. Närhet och kärlek
betyder mycket, oavsett hur gammalt ditt barn är.



campaigns). With these campaigns, the ultimate 
target audience is young people, and the goal is to 
reduce alcohol’s harmful effects. It’s also possible 
to look at commercial drivers and sports leaders 
as informants who pass the message on to the 
ultimate target audience of young people.

To summarise: IQ has realistic target audiences 
for its activities. The relevant target audiences 
were selected for the various projects based on 
existing knowledge and a solid research founda-
tion. Target audiences were defined based on (i) 
their consumption patterns and lifestyles (think 
about it campaigns) and (ii) socio-demographical 
factors such as parents of teenagers or commer-
cial drivers. 

Goals and target audiences are two closely 
aligned concepts. It’s meaningless to talk about 
(i) target audiences – without also referring to the 
sender’s specific goals in relation to them and (ii) 
goals – without specifying the target audience at 
which the goals are directed. It might seem ob-
vious that explicit, documented goals must drive 
public health initiatives, but history shows several 
instances in which such goals have been far too 
general or where different stakeholders within 
a single project have had different goals for the 
activities. But this isn’t the case for IQ’s activities.

Useful goals for a communications activity are 
distinguished by the requisite that they state 
desired results – and not activities. So printing 
a brochure about good alcohol habits is never a 
goal in itself – but rather an activity intended for 
achieving the goal (e.g., reducing alcohol’s harm-
ful effects). A further point about clear goals is 
that they should function as a prioritising tool 
and act as the basis for planning in connection 
with communications projects. These goals can 
be analysed as system goals – goals on this level 
are expressed as contributing to solving societal 
problems; here, to reduce alcohol’s harmful 
effects. 

IQ has behavioural goals that are analysed in 
conjunction with the target audience. They are 
expressed as getting target audiences or stake-
holders to do something they don’t currently do 
(e.g., discuss alcohol with their teenagers, install 
alcohol interlock devices in their vehicles, discuss 
with their friends about how people pressure 
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System goals
Goals on this level are expressed as contribut-
ing to solving societal problems; here, to reduce 
alcohol’s harmful effects. 

Behavioural goals
Behavioural goals are analysed in conjunction 
with the target audience. They are expressed as 
getting target audiences or stakeholders to do 
something they don’t currently do.

Communications goals
Behavioural goals guide communication goals 
that consist of altering receivers’ conceptual 
worlds by influencing their attitudes, knowledge, 
norms, and intentions.

To summarise: vision-
ary and more detailed 

goals characterise IQ’s 
activities, and the goals’ 
effects can be measured.

Goals and target audiences

others to drink at parties, reflect on their own 
consumption, and take the alcohol profile 
quiz). So IQ has several behavioural goals that 
theoretically can be presumed to lead to system 
goals in the long run, i.e., to lower overall alcohol 
consumption and in doing so, reduce alcohol’s 
harmful effects. 

Communications goals characterise IQ’s activi-
ties. Behavioural goals clearly guide communica-
tions goals that consist of altering receivers’ con-
ceptual worlds by influencing their attitudes (e.g., 
expressing less resistance to alcohol-free zones), 
knowledge (e.g., about how alcohol advertising 
affects young people), norms, involvement (what 
people think is important and unimportant) and 
intentions (e.g., being prepared to bring up the 
issue of how much alcohol friends consume). 

To summarise: visionary and more detailed goals 
characterise IQ’s activities, and goals’ effects can 
be measured. The goals are realistic and based on 
existing knowledge and research – as are target 
audiences definitions.



Senders and messages

81%

Since 2006, IQ has investigated how its brand is 
perceived (but these measurements don’t include 
awareness of IQ’s ownership structure). In these 
tracking measurements, 500 people responded to 
several questions on a monthly basis. The results 
clearly show how familiarity with IQ increases 
over time among the population as a whole (ages 
15–65) and that it’s especially high among the 
primary target audience of young adults (ages 
18–35). Among the young adult group, 81% re-
port that they’re familiar with IQ (annual average 
for 2014). IQ receives relatively high scores for 
trustworthiness and reputation in these measure-
ments. 

To summarise: IQ is working effectively to 
strengthen its brand and has succeeded in achiev-
ing familiarity and trustworthiness among those 
in the primary target audience. Both factors are 
necessary but don’t satisfy conditions necessary 
for communicating effectively with the target 
audience.

The message contains content that binds senders 
to receivers and vice versa within the communica-
tions process. And a message doesn’t stand alone 
– independent of a larger social context. When 
analysing any given message, several dimensions 
must be considered; namely, the sender must make 
a distinction between the message that it wants to 
send and the message that is actually sent – and 
the message that the receiver actually perceives. 
Several studies show that concordance is relatively 
low between (a) the message that the sender be-
lieves to have sent and (b) how receivers’ perceived 
and interpreted that message; refer to Jarlbro 
(2010). But happily, this isn’t the case concerning 
IQ’s message. The above description of tracking 
measurements clearly shows that the primary 
target audience completely understands what IQ 
is trying to convey. Even among the general pop-
ulation, perceptions of what IQ wants to convey 
concur with IQ’s intentions.

the term sender refers to the party responsible 
for the actual thought content of a message and 
for conveying the message. Sender and message 
selection clearly depends on set goals for (i) 
communications activities and (ii) the intended 
target audience. In certain circumstances, it 
may be risky to use public authorities and other 
adult authorities as senders when, e.g., the target 
audience is young people who belong to various 
at-risk groups. If stakeholders select the wrong 
sender, this can instead become a negative sender 
– so value is attached to not following public 
authorities’ advice and instructions. This might 
be expressed like this: if the wrong sender is 
selected, then receivers will reject the message. 
Other indicators suggest that the more sensitive 
the subject, the greater the sender’s role. 

As a sender, IQ has many advantages when it 
comes to communicating about alcohol, which 
is a highly sensitive subject in Swedish culture. 
While IQ is a subsidiary of a Swedish corpora-
tion, current signals suggest that target audiences 
don’t perceive IQ as a government organisation 
– but this hasn’t been proven. This assessment is 
clearly based on messages that IQ delivers, which 
avoid any vestiges of paternalism – with the 
utmost grace and tact.
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The message contains 
content that binds 

senders to receivers and 
vice versa within the com-
munications process. And 
a message doesn’t stand 
alone – independent from a 
larger social context.

Senders and messages

Among the young adult group, 81% report that 
they’re familiar with IQ.
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 Trustworthiness  The one who presents the 
message (sender) must be trustworthy and con-
sistent while clearly and convincingly presenting 
the message. IQ’s tracking measurements show 
that it enjoys a high level of credibility as a send-
er. This is a good time to mention that working 
on trustworthiness is a constantly evolving 
process. It takes a long time to build trust with 
the target audience, and it can be destroyed in an 
instant.

 Target audience needs  For a message to be 
heard and understood in today’s information-sat-
urated world, it’s vital that the message appeals 
to the receivers, that they see it as being rele-
vant to their lives. The message should contain 
the information that is most important to the 
receiver – not what the sender considers the most 
important. Regarding this criterion, IQ is a role 
model. Its messages are delivered in contexts that 
the target audience can recognise and experi-
ence, such as the idea that partying and drinking 
alcohol are synonymous. IQ delivers messages 
based on reality – not on how IQ would like it to 
be. This factor further enhances IQ’s trustwor-
thiness in the long run. Unfortunately, too many 
health projects are based on the opposite, where 
activities are planned based on an ideal reality 
rather than the way things actually are (e.g., 
young people drink a lot of alcohol when they’re 
at bars or parties).

Ways in which messages are formulated clearly depend on the 
communication’s purpose, i.e., to introduce new facts or to change 
attitudes or behaviour. Regardless of goal or purpose, many factors 
can be apparent when analysing IQ’s messages:

 Simplicity   Simple messages that contain as few 
technical, scientific, and bureaucratic terms as 
possible, and omit information the public doesn’t 
need for making personal decisions. In the purely 
knowledge-oriented information reports, IQ 
successfully presents data in a simple way. Even 
when presenting statistics that seem relatively 
sophisticated to the lay person, IQ manages to 
keep language and layout simple (e.g., the alcohol 
index reports). 

 Consistency  In many cases, research is divided 
on what is or is not dangerous – and on how 
individuals should prevent disease. IQ avoids 
these discussions in its messages and thus doesn’t 
contribute to creating confusion for its target 
audience concerning things like whether or not a 
glass of wine a day is good for you. 

 Main point  IQ is clear regarding the main point 
of its messages and doesn’t obscure them with 
less important information. 

 Message’s tone  Messages can be presented in 
positive or negative tones. The choice of pres-
entation style can affect whether or not the target 
audience will want to follow the sender-provided 
advice and instructions. IQ doesn’t lecture. It 
encourages individuals to think for themselves 
(e.g., in its campaigns). And it takes the target 
audience seriously – it’s difficult to be the parent 
of a teenager (Teens and alcohol: a guidebook, 
for example).

Senders and messages



Media selection

If senders want messages to be noticed – partly 
to induce behaviour changes – it’s important to 
combine several media. IQ does this extraordi-
narily well; the PSAs are distributed, e.g., via 
YouTube and social media platforms. In its mass 
media campaigns, IQ encourages people to take 
the alcohol profile quiz on its web site. Teens 
and alcohol: a guidebook is used in interpersonal 
communications, such as at the kitchen table 
between parents and children, and in small group 
communications, such as at parents’ meetings at 
school. IQ knows full well that mass media (e.g., 
radio, TV, or the press) mainly works as a way to 
spread knowledge or pique people’s interest in a 
topic and that to bring about behaviour chang-
es, human word-of-mouth contact constitutes 
the best medium (i.e., interpersonal influence). 
Purposes of the think about it campaigns are not 
to just get individuals to reflect on their alcohol 
consumption; they also intend to generate discus-
sions about the role of alcohol with others. 

Studying who takes initiative in the communi-
cations process is another media-selection factor 
worth discussing. Here, four types of commu-
nications models are available – depending on 
whether the sender or receiver is active or passive 
within the communications process. 

I. A relationship exists in which the parties are 
active in the process and in useful, interactive 
media (e.g., the alcohol profile). IQ’s facebook 
page and Teens and alcohol: a guidebook are 
also media in which both parties are active.

II. A relationship exists in which the sender is 
passive and the receiver is active. Examples of 
this are IQ’s web site, brochures, and reports that 
are distributed upon request. 

III. A relationship exists in the communication 
process that involves information distribution – 
rather than information seeking. In this relation-
ship, only the sender is active. Examples of this 
are PSAs, ads in the press, billboards, posters, 
and brochures that are sent to households, or, 
e.g., Teens and alcohol: a guidebook, which is 
sent to parents (just because it’s put in the mail-
box doesn’t guarantee that parents will read it or 
discuss its contents with their teenagers). 

in connection with communications activities, 
these factors clearly determine medium selection: 
sender used, message content, target audience, 
and topic to be addressed. Various media clearly 
have varying properties – the significance of a 
medium depends on the communications activity. 

When selecting a medium, the first question to 
ask is: how am I going to make contact with the 
target audience? This might also be expressed 
as: even though my message seems to work, it’s 
meaningless to put it in the morning paper, e.g., 
if the target audience doesn’t usually read it. As 
mentioned earlier, different media have differ-
ent characteristics, and when it comes to health 
communication, several media are at our disposal 
– everything from traditional mass media (e.g., 
daily newspapers or TV) to social media plat-
forms and personal influence – each of which has 
its advantages and disadvantages. This checklist 
is useful when selecting a medium, and it is being 
applied in IQ’s operations:
– Opportunity to convey a complex message
– Cost
– Scope, frequency, and continuity
– Number of necessary intermediaries
– Potential for over-exposure, i.e., that saturation 

may occur so that the target audience doesn’t 
notice that the organisation wants to communi-
cate with them

– Opportunities to coordinate with other media
– The line of perceived authority and trustworthiness

Some of these items may need to be further 
clarified. Risk of over-exposure may occur, e.g., 
if an organisation presents a message on TV and 
billboards and posters in milieu that are crowded 
– perhaps mainly with commercial messages. So 
the target audience may feel overwhelmed and 
might not perceive any messages at all. IQ solved 
this problem in several ways, e.g., by produc-
ing public service announcements (PSAs) in its 
think about it campaigns that are longer (about 
1 minute) than the usual commercial TV spots. 
This makes it likely that the target audience will 
distinguish the PSAs from other TV messages. 
IQ plans carefully when it schedules PSAs, so 
that they are not telecast (i) when many children 
watch TV and (ii) in the wrong program context. 
They’re not telecast too often to avoid being 
perceived as nagging. 
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When selecting a 
medium, the first 

question to ask is: how am  
I going to make contact 
with the target audience?

Media selection



IV. A relationship in which the sender and re-
ceiver are passive (i.e., communications pattern) 
as exemplified by newspaper articles in which 
senders are not involved. 

The most effective communications pattern for 
stimulating behavioural changes is clearly the 
relationship in which the sender and receiver are 
active. IQ’s most frequent communications rela-
tionship is information distribution, but much of 
that stimulates interactions in different ways. To 
generate interactions, it’s necessary to distribute 
copious information as per the strategy that IQ 
uses.

The alcohol profile as an example that illustrates 
this contention. The alcohol profile is a web-
based quiz that IQ has been responsible for since 
September 2009. The alcohol profile has been 
around since 2003 when the former Parliamenta-
ry Committee on Alcohol launched it. When the 
Committee on Alcohol was disbanded in 2007, 
the program as a whole and the alcohol profile 
were evaluated.

According to the assessments, the alcohol profile 
was a success from the start. Within two months 
of its introduction in early November 2003, 
the site had about 450,000 unique visitors and 
340,000 visitors had taken the test and received 
feedback. Of these, about 240,000 visitors 
belonged to the primary target audience, ages 
18–25.

By 2007, the number of visitors to the site 
dropped below 100,000. How could this ini-
tiative be such an initially resounding success 
with the target audience? The answer to this 
question is an enormous mass media campaign 
that preceded the web site’s launch. Among 
other things, the media campaign consisted of 
nine different PSAs that were telecast on several 
commercial TV channels and at movie theatres. 
They also promoted the web site on several 
well-known commercial web sites, advertised on 
the radio, and implemented outreach activities 
during which stickers were handed out. There 
was a huge – and costly – effort to make sure the 
target audience would find the web site. Several 
evaluations revealed that even though familiarity 
with the web site was high, it had negligible effect 

on the target audience’s alcohol consumption (the 
Parliamentary Committee on Alcohol, 2001–
2007. Final report).

From the time IQ took over the alcohol profile in 
2009 until December of 2014, nearly 800,000 
quizzes were completed and more than half of 
them by young adults in the primary target au-
dience. Like the Committee on Alcohol evalua-
tions, IQ’s evaluations reveal that interest in the 
quiz rises in connection with activities carried out 
in the mass media. IQ gets the word out about 
the alcohol profile in its think about it commer-
cials and runs a separate campaign for the quiz 
on TV and on social media platforms.

Experience gained from efforts to promote a quiz 
on the web clearly shows that it’s necessary to 
carry out large mass media campaigns so that 
the target audience will find the web site. When 
members of the target audience find the site and 
use the information, they’re often very pleased 
with what is offered – as the alcohol profile eval-
uations clearly show.

So the greatest problem with web-based messages 
is finding the actual web site. It doesn’t suffice 
for a particular web site to be well-produced and 
contain a good message for the target audience 
if the target audience can’t find it. IQ’s efforts to 
spread the word about the quiz on various social 
media platforms is a successful strategy for gener-
ating interaction with the target audience.
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800, 000
From the time IQ took over the alcohol profile in 
2009 until December 2014, nearly 800,000 quizzes 
were taken.



You’re not running unopposed

advertising. IQ has compiled its results in various 
reports and has held seminars, whose main target 
audience was politicians and policymakers. 
In other words, IQ has worked actively as an 
opinion leader on this issue. This experience and 
expertise formed the foundation of Smoothness 
– the think about it PSA, whose aesthetics were 
borrowed from familiar alcohol commercials 
broadcast on TV. Also note that in this context, 
the CEO of IQ was included as an expert in the 
government inquiry on marketing of tobacco 
and alcohol (Swedish Government Report SOU 
2013:50). 

Engagement with alcohol-advertising growth is a 
superb strategy for acting as a powerful opinion 
leader on the issue and for understanding the 
environment in which the organisation is work-
ing, i.e., understanding that you are not running 
unopposed.

regardless of how ambitious and strategic 
an organisation has been in connection with 
planning a specific activity, expected effects on 
the target audience may not be manifested. Why? 
Because the organisation is, quite simply, not 
running unopposed. Other actors are out there 
– some of which may more or less be directly 
working against purposes of any given project. 
The most important actors in this context are ad-
vertisers who create advertisements for alcoholic 
beverages and other media content in which alco-
hol is idealised and glorified in various settings. 

IQ is well aware of this and began engaging 
with the alcohol advertising issue in 2009. The 
engagement has consisted of the production of 
facts and studies concerning the population’s 
attitudes (primarily young people) toward alcohol 
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Iq RappoRt 2013:2 
alkoholReklam på InteRnet

Alkoholreklam 
på internet påverkar 
främst unga

Report: Alcohol advertising online, 2013 Study: SIFO advertising measurements show increasing investments in alcohol advertising.

Engagement with 
alcohol-advertising 

growth is a superb strategy 
for acting as a powerful 
opinion leader on the issue 
and for understanding the 
environment in which the 
organisation is working, 
i.e., understanding that you 
are not running unopposed.



Media coverage

The evaluations show that IQ’s visibility 
increased in published articles and that in the 
most recent measurement, the CEO of IQ has 
taken on a stronger expert role than in any 
previous year. In total, the CEO communicates 
in more than 200 print articles and broadcast 
segments. These results show that IQ has be-
come an established player in the alcohol area. 
In 2013, IQ doubled its followers on Facebook 
and Twitter – a trend that continued in 2014, 
but it still has a relatively small social media 
presence, which is most likely due to the sub-
ject’s sensitive nature. 

Most media stories are neutral, which may be 
an indication of the expert role that IQ has been 
ascribed in the mass media. But it’s important to 
note that not one story has a negative angle. 

The IQ message seems to be cutting through the 
media noise. The 2013 campaign related to Teens 
and alcohol: a guidebook had the greatest media 
impact, but when investigating media coverage 
over time, it’s clear that IQ’s various mass media 
activities achieve relatively strong impact in edito-
rial media in general. 

To summarise: IQ is increasing its impact in 
unpaid (non-cultivated) media and that IQ is 
increasingly presented as an expert organisation. 
That there have been no stories from a negative 
angle is most likely due to IQ’s message, which is 
more thoughtful and helpful than admonitory. 

that media representatives write little or 
nothing at all about such an important public 
health problem may seem as deplorable as the 
spreading of “false” and conflicting messages 
about alcohol via advertising. Based on the 
agenda-setting process, it’s thus better if media 
representatives report anything rather than noth-
ing. If a subject is found on the media agenda, it 
will probably also be found on the interpersonal 
agenda – people will be talking about the subject. 
Alcohol (as a subject) is found extensively in 
editorial content; refer to Jarlbro (2004), which 
paves the way for all actors, in general, and 
IQ, in particular, to communicate on the issue. 
That an organisation’s subject is found in mass 
media editorial content is good, but of course it’s 
advantageous if the organisation is also there. 
Being interviewed and used as a source is part of 
the organisation’s brand-building process and if 
the organisation is portrayed in a positive light, 
then it might affect the public’s and the target 
audience’s trust in the organisation.

IQ has been evaluating its impact in editorial 
media annually since 2011. The latest measure-
ment (published on 20 February 2014) shows, 
like earlier measurements, that IQ is continuing 
to increase its publicity levels. If IQ had pur-
chased the same media space, it would have cost 
SEK 14.4 million in 2013, (as per Retriever, a 
media research firm).
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TV and radio: TV4 Nyhetsmorgon (morning news), 29 April 2013Newspaper article: Metro,15 April 2013 Web article: Expressen.se,  
29 December 2012



PSA campaign: Having a friend, 2012 PSA campaign: Say no, 2007 and 2009

Evaluations

tion and commercial traffic campaign: (i) meas-
urement of public perceptions of the campaign 
and its message, (ii) a media analysis, and (iii) a 
qualitative study of industry representatives. The 
optimal indicator in this campaign evaluation is 
the number of commercial drivers who installed 
alcohol interlock devices in their vehicles.

The IQ united (alcohol and sports) campaign 
was evaluated in a similar way: public opinion, 
resulting media coverage, and number of sports 
clubs that joined the campaign. 

Teens and alcohol: a guidebook was evaluated in 
an outstanding manner, in that the organisation 
studied parents’ opinions and teenagers’ views on 
the book and its message.

IQ used its evaluation results in various ways 
to spread further awareness of the campaigns. 
Among other activities, IQ distributed press re-
leases, received editorial coverage, and arranged 
seminars and various meetings. 

In the analysis on the run-up to this report, most 
actors that work preventively in various health 
sectors are entirely aware and agreed that all 
communication initiatives must be evaluated 
so that effective interventions can be set apart 
from those that are less effective. Despite this 
understanding, organisations rarely follow up 
their activities as methodically and professionally 
as IQ – and this applies to governmental and 
non-governmental organisations. 

iq is outstanding when it comes to evaluations 
of its operations. Virtually all interventions are 
evaluated, i.e., the more traditional and the IQ 
network initiative. The evaluations seem to have 
been used as a basis for future planned activities. 

One particularly useful, outstanding evalua-
tion was done on 12 campaigns implemented 
between 2007 and 2013. The campaigns are 
those described as think about it campaigns and 
were mainly shown as public service announce-
ments (PSAs) on TV. The results reveal that (i) 
all campaigns have high observation scores, (ii) 
the target audience understood the messages, and 
(iii) the campaigns led people to think about the 
issue. Unsurprisingly, the campaigns to a lesser 
extent encouraged people to take action. As 
discussed above, mass media campaigns seldom 
achieve this purpose. Interpersonal communica-
tion is often required to create behaviour change. 
But when examining various campaigns, two of 
them stand out regarding their capacity to en-
courage action: say no (2007 and 2009) and hav-
ing a friend (2012). Exactly what in the contents 
appealed to action in these short PSAs would 
require deeper analysis; one possible explanation 
may be that these two don’t deal as much with 
individuals and their consumption patterns as the 
other PSAs. 

As mentioned above, all activities were evaluated 
in one way or another – not just the think about 
it PSAs. These methods were used to evaluate the 
alcohol interlock devices in school transporta-
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In the analysis on the 
run-up to this report, 
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be set apart from those  
that are less effective.



Concluding remarks

References

IQ exhibits a high level of skill in relation to en-
vironmental scanning, in that it has been actively 
engaged in the issue of the effects of alcohol 
advertising. In this context, IQ worked effectively 
as an opinion leader vis-à-vis various government 
representatives. 

The organisation tracks its media coverage using 
fairly sophisticated media analyses. These anal-
yses demonstrate that over time, IQ has taken 
an increasingly larger expert role concerning 
alcohol-related issues. 

IQ’s tracking measurements show that its brand 
is strong and that it enjoys a high level of trust 
among the general public. The organisation is 
well aware of the importance of public awareness 
and understands that people think the organi-
sation is trustworthy and means well. Without 
these ingredients, it’s difficult to spread a message 
– regardless of whether or not it’s a sensible, good 
message. If people don’t like the sender, they 
won’t listen to the message.

In conclusion, I consider IQ to be an important 
player in Sweden when it comes to reducing 
alcohol’s harmful effects. IQ exhibits excellent 
capabilities for cooperating with other important 
stakeholders in this arena. Achieving this vision-
ary goal – reducing alcohol’s harmful effects in 
Swedish society – will require several stakehold-
ers from many different sectors – and IQ is one 
of them. IQ is an organisation that truly deserves 
its name.

this report describes how I studied IQ’s 
operations from its inception in 2005 to the 
present. IQ-provided material formed the report’s 
foundation (e.g., activities descriptions, reports, 
evaluations, and annual reports). After my review 
and analysis of the material, I can only say that 
IQ’s operations constitute a glowing, textbook 
case within planned communications, in general, 
and health communications, in particular. 

Definitions of goals and target audiences are 
research-based and build further on relevant 
knowledge. The particular target audiences for 
its various activities weren’t selected randomly 
– or because they were the most accessible – but 
because these are the target audiences with which 
IQ must communicate. 

IQ goals are realistic and measurable and are 
followed up via thorough evaluations. Various 
media research firms – with requisite experience 
and expertise – conducted the evaluations and 
other studies. I’m convinced that these follow-up 
measures in no way become a meaningless waste 
of paper but are instead used to plan activities 
and distribute information to other stakeholders 
in the field. 

IQ’s choice of communications strategy is well 
thought-out and realistic for the goals it set for 
various activities. The fact that IQ combines 
different strategies – mass communicative initia-
tives with interpersonal initiatives – enhances the 
organisation’s effectiveness.
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IQ’s choice of commu-
nications strategy is 

well thought-out and real-
istic for the goals it set for 
various activities. The fact 
that IQ combines different 
strategies – mass com-
municative initiatives with 
interpersonal initiatives 
– enhances the organisa-
tion’s effectiveness.
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